Chapter Seventeen
Globalizaon: Communism at Its Core
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Introducon
Beginning in the Renaissance, human history entered a period of
dramac change. The Industrial Revoluon that began at the end of the
eighteenth century greatly increased producvity. The naonal power
of each country went through tremendous changes, and the structure
of global order went through radical changes. At the same me, social
structures, thought, and religious tradions also saw dramac shi7s.
Orthodox faiths went into decline, human morality began to
deteriorate, sociees became disordered, and human behavior lost
universal standards for judgement. These historical condions saw the
birth of communism.
A7er Russia’s Bolshevik Revoluon in 1917, the Communist
Internaonal, known as the Third Internaonal, a<empted to export
communist revoluon to the world. The Communist Party of the United
States was founded in 1919, and the Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
was founded in 1921. In the late 1920s and early 1930s, a global
economic depression further movated communist ideologues. The
world’s polical and economic ideologies began a le7ward turn, the

Soviet Union gained a ﬁrm foothold, and the CCP seized the
opportunity to develop.
In 1949, more than a decade later, the CCP usurped China, and violent
communism became ascendant. The Soviet Union and the CCP had
together seized dozens of countries and one-third of the world’s
populaon, forming a confrontaon against the Western world. The
Cold War that followed lasted half a century.
While violent communism threatens all mankind, most people in the
Western free world neglect the non-violent communist factors
developing quietly in their own sociees. Besides the inﬁltraon by the
Soviet Union, all manner of para-communist ideologies and
movements within the West — including outright communists, the
Fabian Society, and the Social Democrats, among others — have
penetrated government, the business world, and educaonal and
cultural circles.
The counterculture movement in the West during the 1960s, as well as
China’s Cultural Revoluon, were brought about by communist
elements. A7er the 1970s, rebellious youths in the West launched “the
long march through the instuons,” an a<empt to erode tradional
culture from within and seize social and cultural leadership. In just over
a decade, they achieved daunng success.
A7er the fall of the Berlin Wall and the disintegraon of the Soviet
Union, some people cheered the end of that stage of history and the
end of communist ideology, while others worried about a clash of
civilizaons. But few realized that communism was taking on new

forms and guises in its a<empt to control the world. Its new banner is
globalizaon.
With the Industrial Revoluon and the development of science and
technology, the movements of people and the changes in economics,
polics, science and technology, and culture have become far more
frequent. Today, modern telecommunicaons, transportaon,
computers, and digital networks have shrunk geographies and eﬀaced
boundaries that had stood for thousands of years. The world seems to
have become small, and the interacons and exchanges between
countries is unprecedented. The world has become more and more a
unity. This strengthening of global collaboraon is a natural result of
technological development, the expansion of producon, and
migraon. This kind of globalizaon is the result of a natural historical
process.
However, there is another kind of globalizaon, the result of
communist ideologies hijacking the natural historical process of
globalizaon in order to undermine humanity. This second form of
globalizaon is the subject of this chapter.
The essence of globalizaon under the control of communism is
essenally about the rapid and widespread disseminaon of all the
worst aspects of both communist and non-communist regimes. The
means of this disseminaon include large-scale polical, economic,
ﬁnancial, and cultural operaons that rapidly erase the boundaries
between naons and people. The goal is to destroy faith, morality, and
tradional cultures, which humanity depends on for survival and to

enable its redempon. All of these measures are aimed at destroying
humanity.
This book has stressed that communism is not merely a theory, but an
evil specter. It is alive, and its ulmate goal is to destroy mankind. The
specter does not hold to a single polical ideology, but when
condions permit, is apt to use even polical and economic theories
that are contrary to standard communist ideology. Since the 1990s,
globalizaon has claimed to be about furthering democracy, the
market economy, and free trade, and has therefore been protested
against by a number of le7-wing groups. But these le7-wing groups
don’t realize that the communist specter is operang at a higher plane.
Economic globalizaon, polical global governance, Agenda 21, and
various environmental and internaonal convenons, have all become
tools for controlling and destroying humanity.
Globalizaon, also known as “globalism,” as it is manipulated by the
communist specter, has made stunning progress in several areas, using
a variety of means along a number of routes through the world. This
chapter will discuss the economic, polical, and cultural aspects of this
form of globalism.
These three aspects of globalizaon have merged into a secular
ideology of globalism. This ideology has diﬀerent appearances at
diﬀerent mes and somemes uses contradictory content. But in
pracce, it exhibits characteriscs that are highly similar to
communism. Based on atheism and materialism, globalism promises a
beauful utopia, a kingdom of heaven on earth that is rich, egalitarian,

and free of exploitaon, oppression, and discriminaon — one that is
overseen by a benevolent global government.
This ideology is bound to exclude the tradional cultures of all ethnic
groups, which are based on faith in gods and teach virtue. In recent
years, it has become increasingly apparent that this ideology is based
on the “polical correctness,” “social jusce,” “value neutrality,” and
“absolute egalitarianism” of the Le7. This is the globalizaon of
ideology.
Each country has its own culture, but tradionally, each was based on
universal values. Naonal sovereignty and the cultural tradions of
each ethnic group play an important role in naonal heritage and selfdeterminaon, and oﬀer protecon for all ethnic groups from being
inﬁltrated by strong external forces, including communism.
Once a global super-government is formed, communism will easily
achieve its goal of eliminang private property, naons, races, and the
tradional culture of each naon. Globalizaon and globalism are
playing a destrucve role in this regard by undermining human
tradions and ethics and spreading le7-wing ideologies and
communism. Revealing the communist roots of globalizaon and the
similaries between globalism and communism is a thorny yet
extremely important and urgent issue.
1. Globalizaon and Communism
Marx did not use the concept of globalizaon in his wrings, but
instead used the term “world history,” which has very close

connotaons. In the Communist Manifesto, Marx claimed that the
global expansion of capitalism would inevitably produce a huge
proletariat, and then a proletarian revoluon would sweep the globe,
overthrowing capitalism and achieving the “paradise” of communism.
[1]Marx wrote, “The proletariat can thus only exist world-historically,
just as communism, its acvity, can only have a ‘world-historical’
existence.” [2] That is to say, the realizaon of communism depends on
the proletariat taking joint acons around the world — the communist
revoluon must be a global movement.
Although Lenin later modiﬁed Marx’s doctrine and proposed that the
revoluon could be iniated in capitalism’s weak link (Russia), the
communists never gave up the goal of world revoluon. In 1919, the
Soviet communists couldn’t wait to establish the Communist
Internaonal in Moscow, with branches spread over more than sixty
countries. Lenin said that the goal of the Communist Internaonal was
to establish the World Soviet Republic. [3]
The American thinker G. Edward Griﬃn summed up the ﬁve goals of
the communist global revoluon proposed by Stalin in the book
Marxism and Ethnicies:
Confuse, disorganize, and destroy the forces of capitalism around the
world.
Bring all naons together into a single world system of economy.
Force the advanced countries to pour prolonged ﬁnancial aid into the
underdeveloped countries.
Divide the world into regional groups as a transional stage to total
world government. Populaons will more readily abandon their

naonal loyales to a vague regional loyalty than they will for a world
authority. Later, the regionals [such as the present NATO, SEATO, and
the Organizaon of American States] can be brought all the way into a
single world dictatorship of the proletariat. [4]
William Z. Foster, the former naonal chairman of the American
Communist Party, wrote: “A Communist world will be a uniﬁed,
organized world. The economic system will be one great organizaon,
based upon the principle of planning now dawning in the USSR. The
American Soviet government will be an important secon in this world
government.” [5]
From Marx, Lenin, Stalin, and Foster to the “community of human
desny” proposed by the Chinese Communist Party, we can clearly see
that communism is not sasﬁed with having power in a few countries.
The ideology of communism from beginning to end includes the
ambion of conquering all mankind.
The proletarian world revoluon predicted by Marx did not take place.
What he thought was a desperate and dying capitalism was instead
triumphant, prosperous, and ﬂourishing. With the collapse of the
Soviet and Eastern European communist camps, leaving only the
Chinese Communist Party and a few other regimes, communism
seemed to face its demise. This was ostensibly a victory for the free
world.
But while the West believed that communism would be swept into the
rubbish heap of history, the trend of socialism (the primary stage of
communism) was ﬂourishing. The communist ghost is not dead. It

hides behind various doctrines and movements as it corrodes,
inﬁltrates, and expands communist ideology into every corner of the
free world.
Is this accidental? Of course not. Globalizaon seems to be a process of
natural formaon, but the role of communism is becoming more and
more obvious in its evoluon. Communism has become one of the
guiding ideologies of globalizaon.
A7er the Second World War, the le7-wing forces in European countries
connued to grow. The Socialist Internaonal that advocated
democrac socialism included polical pares from more than one
hundred countries. These pares were in power in various countries
and even spread across most of Europe. In this context, a high level of
welfare, high taxes, and naonalizaon aﬀected Europe as a whole.
Globalizaon has hollowed out U.S. industry, shrunk the middle class,
caused stagnant incomes, polarized the rich and the poor, and driven
ri7s through society. These have greatly promoted the growth of the
Le7 and socialism in the United States, shi7ing the global polical
spectrum sharply le7 in the last decade or so. Le7-wing forces around
the world claim that globalizaon has caused income inequality and
polarizaon between the rich and the poor. Alongside these
arguments, an-globalizaon senment has grown rapidly, becoming a
new force that resists capitalism and calls for socialism.
A7er the Cold War, communist ideas inﬁltrated economic globalizaon,
with the goal that there would be no pure naonal economy, and the
sovereignty of each country’s naonal economic foundaons would be

undermined. The purpose was to fully mobilize human greed, while
Western ﬁnancial powers shi7ed wealth — wealth accumulated by
society over several hundred years — to quickly enrich the Chinese
Communist Party. The CCP then used the wealth it rapidly amassed to
morally bind up other countries and drag them down.
As the head of the communist forces in the world today, the CCP is
constantly strengthening its economic growth while injecng a dose of
strength into the le7-wing and communist pares around the world.
The CCP has used totalitarian rule to undermine the rules of world
trade and has used the enrichment it gained from global capitalism to
strengthen socialism. The CCP’s economic strength has also spurred
forward its polical and military ambions, as it a<empts to export the
communist model throughout the world.
From a global perspecve, both the an-globalizaon le7ists and the
CCP, which has beneﬁted from globalizaon, have risen in the name of
globalizaon. In fact, the status quo of today’s world is very close to the
goal that Stalin proposed in the past.
2. Economic Globalizaon
Economic globalizaon refers to the integraon of chains of global
capital, producon, and trade that began in the 1940s and 1950s,
matured in the 1970s and 1980s, and was established as a global norm
in the 1990s. Internaonal agencies and corporaons were the driving
forces, as they demanded the loosening of regulaon and controls to
allow the free ﬂow of capital. On the surface, economic globalizaon

was promoted by Western countries to spread capitalism around the
world.
Unfortunately, however, globalizaon has become a vehicle for
communism to spread. In parcular, globalizaon has resulted in
Western countries providing ﬁnancial support for the Chinese regime,
resulng in a mutual dependency between the capitalist market
economy and the CCP’s socialist totalitarian economy. In exchange for
economic beneﬁts, the West sacriﬁces its conscience and universal
values, while the communist regime expands its control by way of
economic coercion, as though communism were set to gain global
dominance.
a. Globalizaon Spawns Communist-Style Economics
Globalizaon has transformed the global economy into a single large
economic enty. In this process, large internaonal organizaons,
treaes, and regulaons have been formed. On the surface, this
appears to be about the expansion of capitalism and the free market.
But in fact, a uniﬁed economic control system has been formed, one
that is able to issue orders to determine the fate of enterprises in many
countries. This equates to forming a centralized totalitarian economic
system, which is highly in line with Stalin’s goal of uning all countries
to form one economic system. A7er this internaonal ﬁnancial order
was established, the phenomenon of long-term economic aid from
developed countries to developing countries was also formed. This is
exactly Stalin’s third goal.

In terms of ﬁnancial aid, internaonal ﬁnancial organizaons usually
implement macro intervenon to the aid-receiving country’s economy.
The method used is dictatorial. It is not only forceful, but it also ignores
the social, cultural, and historical condions of the recipient country.
The result is less freedom and more centralized control. American
scholar James Bovard wrote that the World Bank “has greatly
promoted the naonalizaon of Third World economies and has
increased polical and bureaucrac control over the lives of the
poorest of the poor.” [6]
On the other hand, economic globalizaon has created a homogeneous
global economy, leading to greater similaries in consumer trends and
uniﬁed mechanisms of producon and consumpon. Small companies,
especially tradional arts and cra7s stores, have less space to survive.
Many small companies and those associated with local ethnic groups
have simply been wiped out by the wave of globalizaon. More and
more people have lost the environment and feasibility to freely engage
in commerce within their own borders.
Developing countries become part of a global producon chain,
weakening the economic sovereignty of individual naons and in some
cases, leading to state failure. Some countries become burdened with
debt and the need to meet repayments, fundamentally rupturing the
foundaon of free capitalist economics.
b. Globalizaon Fosters Communism in Developing Countries
In the early 2000s, Jamaica opened its markets and began imporng
large quanes of cheap cows’ milk. This made milk more widely

aﬀordable, but it also led local dairy farmers, unable to survive against
the ﬂood of cheap imports, to go bankrupt. Mexico used to have
numerous light industrial manufacturing plants, but a7er China’s entry
into the WTO, most of those jobs le7 Mexico and went to China.
Mexico suﬀered because it does not have high-end manufacturing
capabilies. Africa is rich with minerals, but a7er foreign investment
poured in, African minerals were mined out and exported abroad with
very li<le economic gain generated for locals.
Foreign investments also corrupt government oﬃcials. Globalizaon
claims to bring democracy to those countries, but in reality it has
empowered corrupt dictatorships. In many places, poverty has
worsened. According to the World Bank’s 2015 stascs, “more than
half of the extreme poor live in Sub-Saharan Africa.” “In fact, the
number of poor in the region increased by 9 million, with 413 million
people living on less than US$1.90 a day in 2015. …” [7]
During the recent Asia Economic crisis, Thailand opened its weak
ﬁnancial system to internaonal investment, which brought temporary
prosperity. But when foreign investment le7, Thailand’s economy came
to a halt and negavely inﬂuenced its neighboring countries.
With the development of communicaon and transportaon
technologies, the earth has become a village. Globalizaon sounded as
if it would deliver ﬁnancial prosperity and democrac values to the
enre global village. However, as professor Dani Rodrik of Harvard’s
John F. Kennedy School of Government has stated, there is a
“trilemma” of globalizaon: “We cannot simultaneously pursue
democracy, naonal determinaon and economic globalizaon.” [8]

This is the hidden ﬂaw of globalizaon and something communism has
exploited.
Obviously, the beneﬁts and opportunies brought about by
globalizaon are limited to a small number of people. Elsewhere,
globalizaon has arﬁcially worsened inequality, and is unable to solve
the long-term problems of poverty. Globalizaon has eroded naonal
sovereignty, exacerbated regional turmoil, and engendered conﬂict
between “the oppressor” and “the oppressed.” Noons about
oppression, exploitaon, inequality, and poverty are weapons le7ists
use to ﬁght capitalism, as the resistance of the oppressed to the
oppressor is the typical model for communism. The communist
ideology of egalitarianism and the ethos of struggle have spread
around the world along with globalizaon.
c. Globalizaon Creates Wealth Polarizaon,
Enabling Communist Ideology
The enormous ouTlow of industries and jobs turned the working and
middle classes of Western countries into vicms of globalizaon. Take
America, for example: With the massive ouTlow of capital and
technology to China, numerous manufacturing jobs were lost, leading
to the loss of industries and a rising unemployment rate. From 2000 to
2011, 5.7 million laborers in the manufacturing sector lost their jobs,
and sixty-ﬁve thousand factories were closed. [9] The gap between rich
and poor has long been widening in the United States. Over the past
thirty years, the growth of the average wage (inﬂaon adjusted) has
been slowing, bringing about the emergence of the working poor —
those who work or seek jobs for twenty-seven weeks of the year, but

whose income is below the oﬃcial poverty level. In 2016, 7.6 million
Americans were counted among the working poor. [10]
Polarizaon between the rich and poor is the soil in which communism
grows. Economic troubles are never restricted merely to the economic
realm, but connue to grow. The demand for “social jusce” and for a
soluon to unfair distribuon of income has led to a surge of socialist
ideology. Meanwhile, the demand for social welfare has also risen, in
turn creang more poor families and ulmately forming a vicious cycle.
Since 2000, the U.S. polical spectrum has increasingly been open to
le7-wing inﬂuence. By the me of the 2016 elecon, there was a rising
demand for socialism and increasing polical polarizaon due to
parsan interests. To a great extent, the impact of globalizaon lay
behind these shi7s. On the other hand, the greater the trouble
Western democrac sociees found themselves in, the more
triumphant the force of communism appeared on the world stage.
d. Opposion to Globalizaon Furthers Communist Ideology
Along with the advancement of globalizaon came an-globalizaon
campaigns. Large-scale violent protests on November 30, 1999, in
Sea<le, against the WTO Ministerial Conference marked the onset of
such campaigns. Three large-scale internaonal conferences in 2001
(the Summit of the Americas meeng in Quebec, Canada; the
European Union summit in Gothenburg, Sweden; and the Group of
Eight economic summit in Genoa, Italy) were also beset by such
demonstraons. In 2002, Florence, Italy, saw an unprecedented large-

scale an-globalizaon demonstraon that drew one million
parcipants.
Worldwide an-globalizaon campaigns have drawn parcipants from
a variety of backgrounds. A vast majority of them have been le7-wing
opponents of capitalism writ large, including labor unions,
environmental organizaons (also hijacked and inﬁltrated by
communism), as well as vicms of globalizaon and the
underprivileged. As a result, the public, whether supporters or
opponents of globalizaon, have ended up inadvertently serving the
ends of communism.
e. Western Capitalism Has Nourished the Chinese Communist Party
When assessing the successes or failures of globalizaon, scholars
o7en cite China as an example of a success story. China seemed to
have greatly beneﬁted from globalizaon and rapidly came to the fore
as the world’s second-largest economy. Many predicted that China
would ulmately replace America.
Unlike Mexico’s model of low-end manufacturing, the CCP set out to
obtain the most cuWng-edge technology from the West and then
replace its competors. In exchange for selling into the China market,
the CCP demanded that companies from developed countries set up
joint ventures, which the CCP then used to extract key technologies.
The CCP adopted numerous methods to this end, from unscrupulously
forcing technology transfers, to outright the7 through hacking. A7er
obtaining this advanced technology, the CCP pressed its advantage to
dump low-priced products on the world market. With the help of

export rebates and subsidies, the CCP defeated competors with
below-market prices, disrupng the order of free markets.
Unlike other undeveloped countries that opened their domesc
markets, the CCP created mulple trade barriers to its domesc
market. A7er joining the WTO, the CCP took advantage of its rules,
while simultaneously taking advantage of globalizaon to dump
products abroad. By running roughshod over the rules, the regime
brought substanal economic beneﬁts to itself. The Party failed to open
key industries, however — including telecommunicaons, banking, and
energy — which in turn enabled China to take advantage of the global
economy while reneging on its commitments.
Bought oﬀ by economic proﬁts, the Western world turned a blind eye
and a deaf ear to the human rights abuses. While the CCP notoriously
abused human rights, the internaonal community connued to confer
generous favor on the regime.
In the midst of globalizaon, a powerful CCP, together with a morally
corrupt Chinese society, has struck a blow against the market economy
and trade regulaons in the West.
As a destroyer of rules, the CCP has reaped all the advantages of
globalizaon. In a sense, globalizaon has been like a blood transfusion
for the CCP, allowing a fading communist state to come back to life.
Behind the manipulaon of globalizaon is the hidden purpose of
propping up the CCP through the reallocaon of wealth. Meanwhile,
the CCP has been able to accumulate ill-go<en gains while carrying out
the worst human rights abuses.

Globalizaon has been a process of saving the CCP and legimizing the
Chinese communist regime. While the Party strengthened its socialist
muscles with capitalist nutrients, the West fell into relave decline,
further giving the CCP conﬁdence in its communist totalitarianism and
global ambions. China’s rise also greatly excited numerous socialists
and members of the Le7 worldwide — part of the plan.
While its economy has grown, the CCP has intensiﬁed eﬀorts to
inﬁltrate global economic organizaons, including the WTO, the IMF,
the World Bank, the United Naons Industrial Development
Organizaon, and others. When assigned to important posions in
these organizaons, Party oﬃcials persuade them to cooperate with
the CCP in order to endorse the Party’s schemes and defend its
policies.
The CCP uses internaonal economic organizaons to carry out its own
economic agenda and corporast model. If its ambions aren’t halted,
there’s li<le doubt that the regime will bring disasters to global polics
and economics.
The above are just some examples of how economic globalizaon has
been used to promote and extend communism. With advances in
telecommunicaons and transportaon, economic acvies are
extended beyond a naon’s borders. This is a natural process, but in
this case, the process was turned into an opportunity for the CCP to
begin the path to global dominance. The me has come for society to
be alert to what is taking place and to rid globalizaon of communist

elements. In that case, the sovereignty of individual states and the
welfare of their people will have a chance to be realized.
3. Polical Globalizaon
Globalizaon manifests polically as increased cooperaon among
countries, the emergence of internaonal organizaons, the
formulaon of polical agendas and internaonal treaes, the
restricon of naonal sovereignty, and a gradual transfer of power
from sovereign states to internaonal organizaons. A7er the
emergence of such internaonal instuons, as well as the rules and
regulaons that transcend naonal borders, such instuons began
infringing upon the polical, cultural, and social lives of individual
countries. Power begins to concentrate in an internaonal instuon
akin to a global government, eroding naonal sovereignty, weakening
tradional beliefs and moral foundaons of disnct sociees,
undermining tradional culture, and subverng convenonal
internaonal conduct. All this is part of the gradual advancement of the
communist program.
During this process, communism promotes and uses internaonal
organizaons to bolster the strength of communist factors, promong
the Communist Party’s philosophy of struggle, promong twisted
deﬁnions of human rights and freedom, promong socialist ideas on a
global scale, redistribung wealth, and a<empng to build a global
government that takes humanity down the path of totalitarianism.
a. The UN Has Expanded Communist Polical Power

The United Naons, established a7er the end of World War II, is the
largest internaonal organizaon in the world and was originally
designed to strengthen cooperaon and coordinaon among countries.
As a supranaonal enty, the United Naons conforms to
communism’s goal of eliminang the state, and has been used to
increase communist power. From the very beginning, the U.N. became
a tool of the Soviet-led communist camp, and has acted as a stage for
the Communist Party to promote itself and the communist ideology of
a world government.
When the United Naons was founded and the U.N. charter was
dra7ed, the then-Soviet Union was one of the sponsoring countries
and permanent members of the Security Council, playing a decisive
role. Alger Hiss, dra7er of the charter and secretary-general of the
United Naons Charter Conference, as well as a State Department
oﬃcial and important adviser to Roosevelt, was convicted of perjury in
connecon with the charge of being a Soviet spy. [11] The hidden back
doors present in the United Naons Charter and convenons are
beneﬁcial to communist regimes and likely have a great deal to do with
Hiss.
The heads of many important U.N. agencies are communists or fellow
travelers. Many U.N. secretaries-general are socialists and Marxists. For
example, the ﬁrst, Trygve Lie, was a Norwegian socialist and received
strong support from the Soviet Union. His most important task was to
bring the Chinese Communist Party into the United Naons. His
successor, Dag Hammarskjöld, was a socialist and a sympathizer for a
global communist revoluon, and o7en fawned over high-ranking CCP
oﬃcial Zhou Enlai. [12] The third secretary-general, U Thant, of

Myanmar (formerly Burma), was a Marxist who believed that Lenin’s
ideals were consistent with the U.N. Charter. [13] The sixth secretarygeneral, Boutros Boutros-Ghali, was formerly the vice president of the
Socialist Internaonal. It is therefore not diﬃcult to understand why
the heads of communist regimes regularly receive the highest courtesy
of the United Naons. Many U.N. convenons have also become tools
to directly or indirectly promote communist ideas and expand
communist power.
The highest mission of the United Naons is to maintain world peace
and security. The United Naons Peacekeeping Forces are under the
responsibility of the under-secretary-general for Polical and Security
Aﬀairs. Yet of the fourteen individuals who took up this posion from
1946 to 1992, thirteen were Soviet cizens. The Soviet communist
regime never gave up a<empng to expand communist power, and
had no interest in contribung to world peace. Therefore, although it
used “safeguarding world peace” as its slogan, it focused on advancing
the interests of communism. Propping up a pro-socialist organizaon ﬁt
its aims.
At the me, communists had inﬁltrated the United States. FBI Director
J. Edgar Hoover stated in 1963 that communist diplomats assigned to
the U.N. “represent the backbone of Russian intelligence operaons in
this country.” [14] Even a7er the collapse of the former Soviet
communist regime, the communist legacy remained widespread in the
United Naons: “Westerners who worked at the U.N. … found
themselves surrounded by what many have called a communist maﬁa.”
[15]

The CCP uses the United Naons as a propaganda plaTorm. Each of the
ﬁve permanent members of the Security Council has a United Naons
under-secretary-general. Although the U.N. under-secretary-general
can no longer represent the interests of any individual country, the
secretary-general, represenng the CCP’s social and economic
interests, eﬀecvely endorses the ideology of the CCP. Top U. N.
oﬃcials, including the secretary-general, have promoted the CCP’s One
Belt, One Road iniave as a way to tackle poverty in the developing
world.
The CCP’s One Belt, One Road strategy has been considered by many
countries to be an expansionary hegemony, and has le7 many
countries in deep debt crises. For example, Sri Lanka had to lease an
important port to the CCP for ninety-nine years to pay oﬀ its debt, and
Pakistan had to ask the Internaonal Monetary Fund for help because
of debt problems. Because of the control One Belt, One Road has over
the polics and economics of parcipang countries and its conﬂicts
with human rights and democracy, many countries are stepping on the
brakes. However, due to the CCP’s polical inﬂuence, senior U.N.
oﬃcials have touted the One Belt, One Road project. [16]
b. Communist Ideology Has Subverted the UN’s Human Rights Ideals
One of the United Naons’ objecves is to improve human rights and
promote freedom; this is a universal principle. But the CCP, together
with other corrupt regimes, denies the universality of human rights.
Instead, it says human rights are internal aﬀairs, so the CCP can cover
up its track record of persecuon and abuses in China. It even praises
itself for extending the right to subsistence to the Chinese people. The

CCP has also used the United Naons plaTorm to a<ack the democrac
values of the West, relying on its alliance with developing naons to
subvert the eﬀorts of free naons to promote universal values. Due to
the manipulaon of communist factors, the U.N. has not only done
li<le to improve human rights, but has also o7en become a tool used
by communist regimes to whitewash their poor human rights records.
Many scholars have documented how the United Naons has betrayed
its own ideals. For example, the United Naons was born amid the
shadow of the Holocaust, but now the United Naons does nothing in
the face of mass killings. The original purpose of the United Naons
was to ﬁght aggressors and protect human rights. Moral judgment was
taken as a necessary premise of acon to this end, yet the current
United Naons rejects making moral judgments. [17]
Dore Gold, former Israeli ambassador to the United Naons and author
of Tower of Babble: How the United Naons Has Fueled Global Chaos,
asserted: “The U.N. is not a benign but ineﬀecve world body. It has
actually accelerated and spread global chaos.” [18]Gold provided
numerous points of evidence to demonstrate this, including the U.N.’s
“value neutrality,” the immorality of “moral equivalence” and “moral
relavism”; general corrupon; countries with poor human rights
records serving as heads of the Human Rights Commission;
undemocrac countries having the majority of votes; and communist
regimes exerng control. [19] He said that the United Naons is an
“abject failure” and “dominated by an-Western forces, dictatorships,
state sponsors of terrorism, and America’s worst enemies,” thus
“betraying the noble ideals of the U.N.’s founders.” [20]

The United Naons Human Rights Commission has adopted the policy
of majority vote. Yet countries with poor human rights records are able
to become member states and even heads of the Human Rights
Council, rendering human rights reviews meaningless. Furthermore,
the CCP has bought oﬀ many developing countries, causing the
cricism of the CCP’s human rights policies — iniated by the United
States through the United Naons — to be repeatedly shelved. The
United Naons’ tyranny of the majority has allowed it to become a tool
for communist forces to oppose free naons on many issues. This has
led the United States to withdraw from the Human Rights Council
several mes. The West wants to promote freedom and human rights,
but has been repeatedly blocked by communist countries. The Human
Rights Council has been hijacked by thugs, and the so-called
internaonal convenons adopted have done nothing to bind
totalitarian countries. These countries simply mouth the slogans but
don’t implement them.
It is thus not diﬃcult to understand that the Charter of the United
Naons is very similar to the Soviet Constuon, as well as in direct
opposion to the U.S. Constuon. Its purpose is not to protect the
rights of people, but to serve the needs of rulers. For example, some
provisions of the Soviet Constuon included wording such as “within
the scope of the law” a7er enumerang the rights of cizens. On the
surface, the Soviet Constuon gave the cizens some rights, but in
fact, many speciﬁc laws were spulated as “within the scope of the
law,” which allowed the Soviet government to arbitrarily deprive
cizens of their rights according to its interpretaons of “within the
scope of the law.”

This is also the way the United Naons Charter and various contracts
and convenons deﬁne people’s rights. For example, in the
Internaonal Covenant on Civil and Polical Rights, statements like
“everyone has the right” are a<ached to provisions such as “the abovemenoned rights shall not be subject to any restricons except those
which are provided by law.” This is not just an arbitrary or coincidental
choice of blueprint, but a “back door” that communism purposefully
established.
The problem is, if policians deem it necessary, every right in the
Universal Declaraon of Human Rights can be legally stripped from
cizens. “What be<er excuse could any tyrant hope for?” asks Edward
Griﬃn. “Most wars and naonal crimes are commi<ed in the name of
one of these [provisions].” [21] It is diﬃcult for free countries to
arbitrarily deprive cizens of their freedom, yet communist regimes can
openly take advantage of loopholes in the Declaraon of Human
Rights.
c. Globalizaon Promotes Communist Polical Ideas
Communism, through its agents, repeatedly raises global problems and
claims that these problems can only be solved through internaonal
collaboraon and power structures — in order to ulmately establish a
world government. Consequently, various countries are more and
more restricted and regulated by a growing number of internaonal
treaes. As a result, naonal sovereignty is weakened.
Many groups support internaonal power structures of this sort, and
although such groups are not necessarily communists, their claims are

consistent with the intenons of communist goals — that is, to
eliminate individual naons and establish a world government.
A media personality said on Earth Day 1970: “Humanity needs a world
order. The fully sovereign naon is incapable of dealing with the
poisoning of the environment. … The management of the planet,
therefore — whether we are talking about the need to prevent war or
the need to prevent ulmate damage to the condions of life —
requires a world-government.” [22] The Humanist Manifesto II of 1973
also declared: “We have reached a turning point in human history
where the best opon is to transcend the limits of naonal sovereignty
and to move toward the building of a world community. … Thus we
look to the development of a system of world law and a world order
based upon transnaonal federal government.” [23]
In fact, the establishment of the United Naons Environment
Programme was precisely because a group that advocated for a global
confederacy in 1972 considered the environmental issue to be a world
issue, and therefore called for the development of global soluons and
the establishment of a global environmental protecon agency. Its ﬁrst
director was Maurice Strong, a Canadian with strong socialist
tendencies.
At the United Naons Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 (also
known as the United Naons Conference on Environment and
Development), 178 governments voted to adopt Agenda 21. This eight
hundred-page blueprint includes content on the environment,
women’s rights, medical care, and so on. An inﬂuenal researcher from
an environmental research instute and subsequently an oﬃcial of the

U.N. Environment Program said: “Naonal sovereignty — the power of
a country to control events within its territory — has lost much of its
meaning in today’s world, where borders are rounely breached by
polluon, internaonal trade, ﬁnancial ﬂows, and refugees. … Naons
are in eﬀect ceding porons of their sovereignty to the internaonal
community, and beginning to create a new system of internaonal
environmental governance as a means of solving otherwiseunmanageable problems.” [24]
Superﬁcially, these raonales for a world government seem great, but
their true purpose is the promoon of communism to dominate the
world. In Chapter Sixteen we detailed how communism also uses the
claim of protecng the environment to advance its agenda.
During Boutros-Ghali’s term as U.N. secretary-general from 1992–1996,
he iniated rapid advances in the U.N.’s march toward world
government. He called for the formaon of a permanent U.N. army and
was pressing for the right to collect taxes. [25] Due to opposion of the
United States, Ghali wasn’t able to serve a second term. Otherwise, the
status of the United Naons now would be diﬃcult to predict. Although
communist regimes always refuse to interfere in the internal aﬀairs of
other countries, they acvely parcipate in various internaonal
organizaons, support the expansion of the funcons of the United
Naons, and promote the concept of global governance.
In 2005, U.N. Secretary-General Koﬁ Annan said, “In the age of
interdependence, global cizenship is a crucial pillar of progress.” [26]
Robert Chandler, a strategic thinker who worked for the U.S. Air Force,
the White House, and various government departments, believes that

Annan’s so-called progress would destroy naonal sovereignty and
open the way for a global civil society without borders. The U.N.’s
“Teaching Toward a Culture of Peace” program is actually organized and
guided by ultra-le7ists, which Chandler believes are intent on
destroying the sovereignty of the naon and creang a totalitarian
world government without borders. [27]
The book The Naked Communist, published in 1958, which exposed
communism, listed the forty-ﬁve goals of communists, one of which
was: “Promote the U.N. as the only hope for mankind. If its charter is
rewri<en, demand that it be set up as a one-world government with its
own independent armed forces.” [28] Many realize that the
establishment of a world government cannot be achieved in the short
term — so communists and globalists use various issues to establish
internaonal instuons in various ﬁelds, then promote the unity of
these instuons, and connue to advocate for dependence on the
United Naons, with the ulmate purpose of establishing a world
government.
Advocang for a world government, deliberately exaggerang the role
of the United Naons, portraying the United Naons as a panacea for
solving all problems in today’s world — all this is part of an a<empt to
play God and arrange the future of mankind through manipulang
power. In fact, this is exactly the same idea as a communist utopia, a
religion that people establish themselves — and the result is
devastang.
d. World Government Leads to Totalitarianism

There is nothing wrong with envisaging a be<er world or future, but
seeking to establish a world government to solve all of mankind’s
problems is simply chasing a modern-age utopia, and runs the danger
of descending into totalitarianism.
An unavoidable issue faced by a world government that aims to truly
address global problems is how it actually implements its policies — be
they polical, military, economic, or other. To push through its policies
on a global scale, such a government assuredly wouldn’t take the form
of a free democracy like that of the United States, but would instead be
a totalitarian big government like the former Soviet Union or the
Chinese communist regime.
In order to a<ract countries to join, a world government would
invariably oﬀer tantalizing beneﬁts, promises of welfare, and a
blueprint of a global utopia for mankind. Its proposion is similar to
that of communism and presents itself as the panacea to every
country’s problems. In order to achieve the utopian ideals of such a
vast number of countries and solve complex global issues according to
the utopian blueprint — be it protecng the environment or providing
security and welfare on a global scale — such a world government
would inevitably seek to centralize its power in order to push through
its policies. This centralizaon would elevate the power of the
government to an unmatched level, and its control over society would
also reach an unprecedented level. At this stage, such a world
government wouldn’t bother about achieving consensus among its
member countries or heed any commitments made to them, but would
solely focus on the forceful implementaon of its policies.

In the world today, there exist great diﬀerences among countries.
Many countries have neither orthodox faiths nor freedom, not to
menon respect for human rights or high moral standards. When
countries combine to form a world government, such a government
would adopt the lowest standard among them, eliminang any
requirements relang to faith and belief, morality, and human rights. In
other words, countries would be given a free pass on these issues —
using the concept of so-called neutrality in religion, morality, and
human rights in order to unite them. A world government would
inevitably promote a mainstream culture in order to unify the world.
However, each country has its own cultural tradions and religious
beliefs.
Of all the experts, scholars, and governments that acvely advocate a
world government, the majority of them are atheists or hold
progressive views on religious beliefs. Clearly, a world government
would have atheism as its core value — the inevitable consequence,
given that communism is the force behind it. To maintain its rule, this
world government would forcibly implement ideological re-educaon,
resorng to violence in order to carry this out. In order to prevent
fragmentaon or independence movements by member countries, a
world government would greatly strengthen its military and police
forces and ghten its control over people’s freedom of speech.
The government of a country whose people do not have a shared faith
and culture can only rely on authoritarian power — that is, totalitarian
rule — in order to stay in power, and the result would be the reducon
of individual freedom. Thus, a world government would inevitably be a

totalitarian government because it would have to rely on
authoritarianism to sustain its rule.
In the end, a world government is literally a communist totalitarian
project in another guise, and the result would be no diﬀerent from the
communist regimes of today in how they enslave and abuse their
people. The only diﬀerence would be that instead of being conﬁned to
a single country, this totalitarianism would extend to the enre world,
with the enre world controlled by a single government, making it even
easier to corrupt and destroy humanity. In the process of maintaining
its rule, this gargantuan government would progressively employ all the
evil methods used by communist regimes. This path toward
authoritarianism would also be a process of destroying the tradional
cultures and moral values of mankind, which is precisely what
communism aims to achieve.
4. Cultural Globalizaon: A Means of Corrupng Humanity
As cultural exchanges and capital ﬂows expand throughout the world,
the various deviant cultural forms that communism has established
over the past nearly one hundred years — such as modern art,
literature, and thought; movies and television; deviant lifestyles;
ulitarianism; materialism; and consumerism — are transmi<ed
globally as well. During this process, the cultural tradions of various
ethnic groups are stripped of their external forms and severed from
their original meaning, resulng in mutated, deviant cultures. While
achieving the goal of being proﬁtable, these deviant cultures also
rapidly corrupt people’s moral values wherever they spread.

Globally, the United States is the polical, economic, and military
leader. This leadership carries over to American culture, which is
readily accepted and adopted by other countries and regions. A7er the
Industrial Revoluon, with the decline in religious faith in modern
society and increasing materialism brought about by technological
advances, people naturally drew a direct link between material
prosperity and a civilizaon’s strength. Taking advantage of this trend,
communism focused its resources on taking down the United States
through non-violent means. A7er inﬁltrang and corrupng the family
unit, polics, the economy, law, arts, the media, and popular culture
across all aspects of daily life in the United States, and a7er corrupng
and destroying tradional moral values, communism made use of
cultural globalizaon to export this corrupted culture. Touted as
advanced culture from the United States, this culture spread across the
enre world.
In the blink of an eye, the Occupy Wall Street movement from New
York was shown on the television screens in the remote mountain
villages of India. Through Hollywood movies, conservave border
villages in Yunnan, China, learned that single mothers, extra-marital
aﬀairs, and sexual liberaon are all “normal” aspects of life. The
ideology underlying the Common Core curriculum created by cultural
Marxists was almost instantaneously reﬂected in Taiwan’s secondaryschool textbooks. Africa, widely regarded as the most backward region
in the world, turned out to be the hardest hit by the AIDS epidemic.
From Ecuador in South America to Malaysia in Southeast Asia and Fiji in
the Paciﬁc Islands, rock-and-roll became extremely popular.

Willi Münzenberg, the German communist acvist and one of the
founders of the Frankfurt School, said, “We must organize the
intellectuals and use them to make Western civilizaon snk. Only
then, a7er they have corrupted all its values and made life impossible,
can we impose the dictatorship of the proletariat.” [29]
From the perspecve of the Le7, “making Western civilizaon snk” is
the path toward communism. However, to communism, which is the
driving force, corrupng the tradional culture that the Divine le7 for
man and having man abandon the Divine, is the way to achieve its goal
of destroying mankind.
If we could compare the deviant culture of the West and the Party
culture of communist totalitarian regimes to garbage, then cultural
globalizaon would be akin to the raging hurricane that blows the
garbage through the enre world, mercilessly sweeping away the
tradional values that gods le7 for mankind. Here, we have focused on
explaining the inﬂuence that the deviant culture from the West has on
the world. In the next chapter, we will analyze how communist culture
has spread throughout the world.
a. Cultural Globalizaon Destroys Tradions
The culture of every ethnicity in the world has unique characteriscs
and carries the deep inﬂuences of its own special history. Despite the
diﬀerences between ethnic cultures, they all observe the same divinely
bestowed universal values in their tradions. A7er the Industrial
Revoluon, technological development brought about convenience in
our lives. Due to the inﬂuence of progressivism, tradion is generally

regarded as backward. Measuring everything based on its modernness,
novelty, and “progress” — or whether it has commercial value — is
now standard.
The so-called common values formed by cultural exchange in the
process of globalizaon aren’t from any parcular tradion anymore:
They are modern values. The elements and values that can be adopted
in globalizaon deviate from tradions. They include only the crassest
elements of exisng cultural heritage, as well as the aspects that can be
commercialized. Noons about the “common desny of mankind” and
“our common future” are the results of such deviated values.
Communism promotes values that seem noble, but in fact are aimed at
having mankind abandon tradional values, replacing them with
homogeneous and deteriorated modern values instead.
The lowest standard that is recognized globally during cultural
globalizaon also manifests in consumer culture and consumerism,
which lead global culture. Driven by economic interests, the design of
cultural products and the way they are marketed are completely
centered on appealing to consumers’ base insncts. The aim is to
control mankind by seducing, indulging, and sasfying people’s
superﬁcial desires.
A global consumer culture targets mankind’s desires and is used to
corrupt tradion in mulple ways: First, in order to a<ract the
maximum number of consumers, cultural products cannot oﬀend any
ethnic group, in producon or in presentaon. As a result, the unique
characterisc and meanings of the ethnic culture are removed from
products. In other words, tradion is taken away from products

through deculturalizaon, or standardizaon. Populaons that receive
less educaon and have less consumer power are more suscepble to
such a simpliﬁed consumer model because the cost to make such
products is lower. Hence, through globalizaon, this populaon is
restricted to the commercial culture that has the lowest manufacturing
cost.
Second, the globalizaon of the media industry has led to monopolies.
As a result, communist elements can easily make use of the
degenerated ideas of the producers, adverse the superﬁcial cultural
aspect of the products, and introduce Marxist ideology while
promong them. The hybridizaon of cultures through globalizaon
becomes another channel for promong ideology.
Third, a global culture makes consumerism the mainstream of society.
Commercials, movies, television shows, and social media constantly
bombard consumers with the idea that they are not living a real life if
they don’t consume, own certain products, or seek to be entertained
in parcular ways. Communism uses diﬀerent means and
entertainment to prompt people to pursue sasfying their desires. As
people indulge their desires, they are moving away from the spiritual
plane, and before they know it, they’ve deviated from their long-held
divine beliefs and tradional values.
The communism quickly spreads its deteriorated ideology amid the
backdrop of globalizaon. It also ulizes the herd mentality. With
frequent exposure to social media, commercials, television shows,
movies, and news, people are bombarded with various an-tradional
and unnatural ideologies. This creates an illusion that such deteriorated

ideologies represent a global consensus. People gradually become
numb to the damage these ideologies have on tradions. Twisted
behaviors are seen as fashionable, and people are supposed to take
pride in them. Substance abuse, homosexuality, rock-and-roll, abstract
art, and much more, all spread in this fashion.
Modern art is degenerate and violates all tradional deﬁnions of
aesthecs. Some people may have realized this at ﬁrst, but when works
of modern art are constantly exhibited in major metropolitan areas and
sold at high prices, when the media frequently reports on dark and
strange art works, people begin to believe that they’re the ones who’ve
fallen out of touch with fashion, and it’s their taste in art that needs to
be updated. People begin to negate their own sense of the beauful
and favor deteriorated art forms.
Communism is able to ulize the herd mentality because many people
do not have a strong will. Once mankind deviates from divinely
imparted tradions, everything becomes relave and changes over
me. The situaon becomes ripe for exploitaon.
b. Developed Western Countries Export An-Tradional Culture
Western developed countries play the decisive role in global economic
and military aﬀairs. As a result, Western culture was able to quickly
spread to developing countries. It was deemed the mainstream of
modern civilizaon and the direcon for future development.
Exploing this trend has spread deviant modern culture from the
United States and other Western countries to the world. This exerted
enormous damage on the tradions of other ethnic groups. Rock-and-

roll music, drugs, and sexual liberaon were disguised as Western
culture and quickly spread worldwide from developed countries. As
pointed out in this book, the communist specter is behind the
development of these deteriorated cultures, which have nothing to do
with the tradional values that stem from belief in the Divine.
All manner of deteriorated culture masked as Western culture is
currently being spread to every corner of the world. Hollywood in
parcular has become a major carrier of various ideologies that stem
from cultural Marxism. The special characterisc of the movie industry
allows it to make people subconsciously accept its values.
Because of their economic strength, Western countries a<ract a large
number of foreign students. In this book, we have discussed how
cultural Marxism has taken over Western educaon, and in turn
exposes foreign students to various le7ist ideologies. When they go
back to their countries, they spread these ideologies. In their countries,
these deteriorated ideologies are seen as a<racve because Western
countries are more technologically advanced and economically
developed. Thus, these ideologies encounter li<le resistance as they
spread and destroy the local tradional culture.
For instance, the ﬁrst country in Asia to acknowledge same-sex
marriage is a society with profound tradions. Globalizaon was
behind the shi7. A7er studying in the West, a large number of students
accepted the idea of same-sex marriage and pushed for the change.
For the most part, progressive policians who encourage the
legalizaon of same-sex marriage developed their progressive views
during their studies abroad.

c. Mulnaonal Corporaons Spread Deviant Culture
Under the condions of globalizaon, mutual respect and tolerance of
diﬀerent naonal cultures has become mainstream. Communism has
used this to arbitrarily expand the concept of tolerance and make value
neutrality a “global consensus,” thereby advocang deviant ideas. In
parcular, homosexuality and sexual liberaon have developed rapidly
through globalizaon, seriously impacng and corroding the moral
values of tradional society.
In 2016, a large global chain retailer announced that the locker rooms
and restrooms in the store would be “friendly to transgender people,”
meaning that any man could enter women’s restrooms or locker rooms
at will because he could claim that he was actually a woman. The
American Family Associaon called on consumers to boyco< the
company because of the harm the policy could bring to women and
children. [30] Indeed, in 2018, a man entered the store’s women’s
bathroom and exposed himself to a young girl. [31]
Amid resistance by consumers who obey tradional values, journalists
tallied up the hundreds of large mulnaonal companies that have
obtained full scores on the Corporate Equality Index (a measure of
aWtudes toward LGBTQ issues) and found that the companies with the
same policies as the chain store covered all aspects of ordinary
people’s lives, making a boyco< unrealisc. The companies covered
almost all major airlines, major brand-name auto factories, chain fastfood restaurants, coﬀee shops, major department stores, banks, major
ﬁlm-producon companies, mobile phone and computer companies,

and so on. [32] These values have become ubiquitous and mainstream
through globalizaon via the corporate culture of mulnaonal
corporaons.
d. The UN Spreads Distorted Values
In 1990, the World Health Organizaon announced that homosexuality
is not a mental illness, greatly spurring on the homosexual movement
worldwide. Under the condions of globalizaon, AIDS spread globally,
with the most important group of AIDS-suscepble people,
homosexuals, connuing to be the target of social concern and public
discussion. Communism has thus promoted the expansion of the
homosexual movement. Medical workers encourage homosexual AIDS
paents not to be ashamed and to seek medical treatment. As a
corollary, the moral recognion of homosexual conduct has been
promoted simultaneously. In Africa, Asia, and Lan America, the
internaonal community’s funding for AIDS has thus had the eﬀect of
promong the homosexual movement. [33]
South Africa was the ﬁrst country to introduce a new convenon at the
U.N. Human Rights Council that requires recognion of sexual
orientaon and gender identy to be used as indicators of human
rights. The convenon was ulmately adopted. This is the ﬁrst U.N.
resoluon that directly targets sexual orientaon and gender identy.
[34] In reality, this normalizes what used to be considered deviant
ideas by a<ribung to them the same importance as natural rights.
Arcle 13 of the U.N. Convenon on the Rights of the Children states,
“The child shall have the right to freedom of expression; this right shall

include freedom to seek, receive and impart informaon and ideas of
all kinds, regardless of froners, either orally, in wring or in print, in
the form of art, or through any other media of the child’s choice. ” [35]
Some scholars have asked: If parents do not allow their children to
wear T-shirts with satanic symbolism, will it constute a violaon of
children’s rights? Do children have the right to choose any way they
wish to speak to their parents? [36] Children may lack judgment. If they
commit violence or violate ethical norms, can parents discipline their
children? These worries are not unwarranted. In 2018, Ontario,
Canada, passed a law that parents should not deny children’s wishes of
gender expression (i.e., children can select genders themselves, with
boys choosing to be girls and vice versa). Parents who don’t accept
their child’s chosen gender identy may be considered as engaging in
child abuse, and their children could be taken away by the state. [37]
Communism thus uses globalizaon to mutate and destroy tradional
culture and moral values in an all-encompassing fashion. This includes
the use of developed countries, global enterprises, and internaonal
instuons. People are immersed in the superﬁcial convenience of the
global life, but they are not aware that their ideas and consciousnesses
are rapidly being changed. In just a few decades, these completely new
ideas have engulfed many parts of the world like a raging tsunami.
Wherever they go, the culture changes, civilizaons are lost, and even
the oldest and most closed countries can’t escape.
Tradional culture is the root of human existence, an important
guarantee for human beings to maintain moral standards. It is the key
to human beings’ ability to be saved by the Creator. In the process of

globalizaon, these have been mutated or even destroyed by the
arrangements of the communist specter, and human civilizaon faces
an unprecedented crisis.
Conclusion
Diﬀerent naonalies and countries have existed for millenia. Although
they exist in diﬀerent regions, they have diﬀerent social forms and
polical systems, use diﬀerent languages, and have diﬀerent cultural
and psychological qualies — but all share common universal values.
These universal values are the core of tradional culture for all ethnic
groups.
In the short period of li<le more than one hundred years a7er the
emergence of communism on the global stage, humanity is already in
grave danger, as tradional cultures have been undermined and
destroyed on a large scale.
A7er the October Revoluon, communists took power in Russia and
China, the great powers of the East, killing tradional cultural elites and
destroying tradional culture by violence. A7er the Second World War,
communist countries inﬁltrated and controlled the United Naons and
other internaonal organizaons, abused democrac procedures to
allow the majority to conquer the minority, and used money to win
over small countries in an a<empt to use the U.N.’s big government to
pull the whole world toward corrupon.
Around the world, especially a7er the end of the Cold War,
communism began using internaonal polical, economic, and cultural

exchanges and cooperaon to expand and control globalizaon,
pushing deviant values worldwide, and systemacally destroying
universal values and tradions. To this day, the specter of communism
is ruling the whole world.
Today’s transnaonal polical and economic groups have mastered
enormous resources, and their inﬂuence has penetrated into every
aspect of human society. From large issues such as the environment,
economy, trade, military aﬀairs, diplomacy, science and technology,
educaon, energy, war, and immigraon, to small issues such as
entertainment, fashion, and lifestyle, all are increasingly manipulated
by globalists. Once a global government is formed, it would be easy for
all of humanity to be mutated or even destroyed with a single
command.
By using globalizaon in conjuncon with other means, the communist
specter has ruined human society in just a few hundred years, and both
the East and the West are at risk of being destroyed.
Only by returning to tradion can human beings reintroduce universal
values and tradional cultures to sovereign naons and in internaonal
exchanges. This is necessary for returning to universal values and
tradional culture, and will allow mankind, under the protecon and
grace of God, to expel the communist specter and move toward a
bright future.
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